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Hello soul family.
If you are reading these words, there is a good chance you are at a
major crossroads in your life. You have reached a breaking point
where you are now open to a new way.
A new way of living that is abundant for all involved. A way of being
and living that is in balance with Mother Nature.
This is the clean slate you have been praying for.
It is the end of the old 3D slave matrix, and the beginning of
5D Heaven on Earth. This is a quantum leap in your being. We are in
a transitional period in humanity’s Ascension.
As these old societal structures break down, it is time to take the
reins of what is rightfully yours; being your own sovereign being. In
order to pass through this transition in harmony, we must let go of
all attachments.
Everything we thought we knew must be dissolved in order to make
room for New Earth and all the blessings. Trusting God's Divine Plan
that the meek will inherit the Earth.
We must do our part. Moving forward requires a deeper level of
surrender into the unknown. Trusting your heart pings, Angel
guidance and magical synchronistic events, is critical.
We all carry a piece of the Divine plan. We are the system busters.
We are here to create the new paradigm where all are valued, where
we all feel safe to heal. We recognize our connection as one with
God, where the “Golden Rule” now takes precedence in our life. We
are love, not the programmed fear frequencies that have kept us in
separation. We have all been contracted to be here to transform all
these lower frequencies to the higher. This massive shift in
consciousness is bringing people together from all walks of life.

In order to best assist you in these transformations
it is important to take a zoomed out perspective and not to take your
current circumstances personally. We are first and foremost energetic
beings. See yourself as an energetic match to the frequency you are
attracting in your life, which is why you are more than capable of
transforming and manifesting something different.
Vibrating at a higher frequency alters your external reality for the
better. Always keep in your heart that God would not give you anything
you couldn’t handle. Breaking out of the EGO box, you will discover a
new found freedom. Fear can no longer dictate your actions. We are
Rainbow Warriors of love anchoring in Heaven on Earth.
Nothing can stop what is coming, you are the catalyst for this new
foundation of love everywhere present.

The purpose of this guide is to assist you through the rainbow
bridge of transitioning from 3D to 5D Unity Consciousness.
Gathering together in physicality is the ideal next step.
Living together in community is essential for our souls to expand
exponentially into Unity Consciousness.
By pooling together our individual resources and cutting ties with
3D attachments to personal belongings, we help one another
embody and anchor our Higher Selves of Divine Non-Attachment
and Unconditional Love.
These are the moments where Consciousness is pushing us to take
a leap of faith, and gather together to be the Divine Examples for
others.

Simplify, Consolidate &
Manifest From The Heart
There is a big movement developing across the United States and the
planet, a shift in consciousness where people now see the value in
simplifying their lives and gathering with other conscious beings who care
about the wellbeing of others and the planet. Imagine a beautiful piece of
land with plenty of RV parking where we can all bring our tiny homes
together. Our Global Earth family is coming together like never before.
There is a resurgence in communing with soul brothers and sisters again;
To live a happy and fulfilled life together. God’s plan is inclusive of
everyone. We each have a leadership role on this new Earth.
When you can begin to trust and surrender to the Divine Plan, all pieces
will begin to fall into place for you.
This is uncomfortable for the EGO. This is why the journey requires
spiritual growth and awareness. You are not your EGO, The EGO is a
program of separation not created by GOD. You can think of the EGO as
Edging God Out. Who we are is love and we are all one with GOD. This is
exactly what the program wants you to forget. Keeping you in fear and
survival mode distracts you from your true calling and gifts. Fear based
frequencies is all the EGO has to keep you down and in separation. With
this awareness you can now transform and flip it all to Love. You are a
Divine Being, a Rainbow Warrior, a Royal Angel who simply forgot about
your true purpose. This amnesia only dissolves as fast as you detach from
the details. Let the feelings guide the way. Deep in your heart you know
that you can no longer avoid this calling.
You are a super manifestor and co-creator of Heaven on Earth.

Ego Death Ceremony
All who are on this journey to gather must address their personal energy.
Dissolving the EGO program mind is the number one priority as we move
forward. An EGO Death Ceremony is very empowering. This should be done
more than once and as often as these lower frequencies come into your
energetic space to be transformed.

Starting Your journey
1.Set the Intention And Manifest
Perform a ceremony to manifest a gathering with your soul family.
Writing a ceremony is easy and very powerful. If you have never done one,
this is an excellent way to take your power back and practice simple alchemy.
On a piece of paper you can write the date and title, in this case “Givers
Gathering Ceremony” and write out your intentions with gratitude. Gratitude
is the highest frequency for manifestation. You can use the words “Thank you
God for all the Givers Gathering in Love to anchor in Heaven on Earth. I
surrender to Love and let Love handle the details.” “Thank you God for
dissolving all fear based frequencies within my field, thank you for higherself embodiment now and immediately”.
Write down whatever you feel guided to, there is no length requirement,
simply full loving intention in your writing and choice of words. Once you
have written your ceremony go outside or find a safe place to burn your
ceremony. Read it out loud then burn it. Dispose of ashes and boom! You are
well on your way to manifesting the greatest gathering on the planet.
2. Reflect on your External Attachments
Can you downsize your belongings to fit into 1 suitcase? What is really
important to you? Many beings have a lot of clutter and memorabilia in their
space that they have accumulated throughout their life. Decluttering and
gifting away the bulk of your belongings allow room for new energy to come
in. We cannot pour pure clean water into a bucket full of murky water.
Likewise there is no room for Source to bless us with grander experiences if
we have an already filled space full of our possessions.
Really looking at our physical and emotional attachments is a cornerstone of
our Ascension journey. Gathering with givers also means gathering with
individuals who are committed to anchoring in their Higher-Self. Which
means dissolving the EGO Program mind 100%. When the household is
committed to this, it allows for safe transformation on behalf of every
individual. We are all divine love mirrors and gathering in a home with
individuals who have that awareness
speeds up transformation and embodiment of your higher-self.

3. Reach Out To Others
Do you have friends who are already on a similar journey as you?
Connect with new people either locally or on the internet.
It is essential to feel into creative solutions for your current situation.
Surround yourself with beings who are on the same soul path. What local or
online groups are you a member of? You could start a new group both online
or locally to open up the opportunity for like hearted beings to gather.
If we want to see changes in the world,
we must first walk our talk and be the change.
4. Be Resourceful
If you already own land or property, ask yourself if you are ready to open up
your home and heart to soul sisters and brothers out there looking to gather.
Perhaps you own a large block of land where others can come and set up
tents. Do you live alone in a big house with spare rooms?
Consider opening your home to extended soul family.

A Quantum Leap of Faith
There is no one way to do this. However what is common amongst people
ready to make this decision is their willingness to surrender, to let go and
jump into the unknown. Completely trusting that God has a Divine plan
laid out for you.
If you haven’t already acquired land, the ultimate goal would be to secure
land and build these new 5D Communities. In the interim, the first step is
to gather with your soul family. Even if you haven’t secured land, everyone
can gather their resources and set themselves up to live under one roof or
downsize to an RV or a Tiny Home on wheels. Especially if you are paying
rent, you can gather with others who are in the same boat as you and put
your resources together to secure a larger home or finance an RV together.
The payment will be significantly less than if you were to do this alone.
The name of the game is gathering; gathering resources, gathering loved
ones, gathering with those who are ready to make this quantum leap
together.

Community & Honoring
Equal Energy Exchange
As humanity gathers all across the globe and moves in together, it is
important to address the energetics of the household. We begin with
ourselves; the temple which houses our spirit. Recognize the programming
and conditioning you took on to transform. We have an Ascension Guide
written that outlines the different vibrations of consciousness in more
detail and if you haven’t done so already, you can download it free from
our website www.5DFullDisclosure.org . This is not meant to be
complicated in any way, in fact it is a lot more simple than we think. That's
simply it, we are moving away from overthinking and moving into full
feeling. Keep in your heart that Love simplifies.

As this gathering begins to manifest into your reality, getting a good
innerstanding of what everyone brings to the table will help establish
a basis for different roles. We all come from different walks of life
but all have something uniquely beautiful to contribute to this
gathering. Utilizing everyone’s talent is important. Establishing 1 or 2
people to handle finances who have experience and are more
emotionally mature will ensure stability through this transition. Living
within our means and utilizing state funded organizations such as
food banks can assist greatly as we transition. There are also
government programs designed to help people in need or for those
you have gone “homeless” in their transition. Society, especially in
the US puts a stigma around utilizing these sorts of services, however
it's important to recognize that during this transition these resources
are set up to ease and support your transition. Feel into it as a form
of NESARA, a soft roll out of universal income for all.

Setting up an equal playing field where you all agree to transform lower
dysfunctions and flip it all to love is essential. Equal Energy Exchange
simply put is not being a taker. In other words we all have something to
offer our group, so sitting around not doing anything to contribute to the
betterment of the household is not honoring equal energy exchange. The
givers are gathering and the takers are taking themselves. This is the end
of corporations as we know them and the beginning of co-operations.
Right Action is when you push energy to the highest timeline for the
greater good of all. For example, Right Action can be getting things in
order and cleaning. Doing the small tasks to keep energy flowing and
expanding. Another example is doing your laundry and actually putting
your clothes away as soon as you're done folding them. This helps energy
flow and removes stagnation from your space. And now that we will be
living with a group of people, everyone pulling their own weight and
ensuring a clean environment is critical. This may seem like common sense
for those who are used to having responsibility and have experience living
with others, but for many who have lived on their own, these will be novel
concepts.
Having a safe space for healing in unity is also important. Many of us have
experienced childhood traumas such as rejection, shame, guilt and
unworthiness. As such we have inadvertently embodied personalities that
only perpetuate blame, external validation and separation. We need to
dissolve these personalities that do not serve love and unity
consciousness. Gathering in community and being in close proximity with
others will naturally highlight core wounds that we have carried. We can
heal our differences. These energetic dynamics are going to play out as
you get to know one another. Having discernment is something you are
going to learn and acquire through your interactions. For example, it is
important to know the difference between enabling and unconditional love.
Enabling occurs when someone’s dysfunction is allowed to play out
without speaking your truth or observations about the other being’s lower
patterns of (ego) behavior. An example of enabling would be if someone in
your community is not contributing to the housework and you enable them
by not speaking up to let them know of their actions, which is a form of
energy taking rather than energy giving.

Service to All
Love is All and We Serve the All
Having a structure for all members in your hub where all come to an
agreement of Service to Love, will set up a strong foundation for all to grow
from. We encourage everyone to refer to the Four Agreements by Don
Miguel Ruiz as a practical way of integrating some general guidelines for
your home. It is good practice to write them out on a board and have them
publicly displayed in your home.

The Four Agreements
1. Be impeccable with your word
2. Don’t take anything personally
3. Don’t make assumptions
4. Always do your best
Hold an initial meeting with your new community hub to further discuss
these simple love based agreements and Unity goals. Bring everyone on the
same page. Make team meetings a frequent practice. The reason this is
important is that triggers will come up. Your community's unified field will
continually expand and as a result your home will be like a constant “House
of Love Mirrors”.

Everyone will feel an acceleration in their growth, spiritually and
emotionally. It is good practice to reflect on your own dysfunctions.
Your home is a safe space for all the lower ego frequencies of wants,
needs, desires to come to the surface and be dissolved. Our home is
our first co-operation and just like New Earth we must all honor
“equal energy exchange” and “right action”. It starts with taking
accountability for your actions and the willingness of all members of
the community to shift to the highest timeline.

From Corporations to Co-Operations
The end result of these gatherings will lead us to free energy and 5D
technology never accessible before. As we reach higher and higher
frequencies of being, we start matching the higher frequencies of these
technologies. For example “replicators” are not a far reach when we all
begin to unify and care about one another. However, we are not quite
there yet. In these moments all involved in the gathering should be
involved in some sort of project or creative endeavor to honor equal
energy exchange. A good example would be working the garden and
tending to farm animals in exchange to living in someone else’s land.
It is highest for all to be contributing equally. The activities in the kitchen
can be used as a reflection of whether everyone is honoring equal energy
exchange. Everyone should ideally be contributing towards preparing,
cooking meals as well as cleaning up. Rostering housework only works at
one level. Ultimately, service is about doing something out of pure
intentions, joy and gratitude. Serving meals in resentment or lower
feelings of obligation affects the field and is not in alignment with the
highest timeline.

On The Rainbow Bridge of Transition
Uniting together will pave the way through this transitionary
rainbow bridge. This is not just your ordinary gathering.
This is a 5D gathering of givers and spiritual warriors ready to
make a difference in their present environment.
Follow your hearts and Angel guidance.
We are here to support you on your journey to being your
greatest grandest version and manifesting Heaven On Earth.
Go For It!
Contact us for further guidance. We love you.
www.newearthtransitionarygovernment.org

